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We show that every closed ideal of a Segal algebra on a compact group admits a
central approximate identity which has the property, called condition (U), that the
induced multiplication operators converge to the identity operator uniformly on
compact sets of the ideal. This result extends a known one due to H. Reiter who has
considered the problem under the condition that the Segal algebra is symmetric. We
prove further that a closed right ideal of a Segal algebra on a compact group admits
a left approximate identity satisfying condition (U) if and only if it is approximately
complemented as a subspace of the Segal algebra; if in addition the Segal algebra is
symmetric, then a closed left ideal admits a right approximate identity satisfying con-
dition (U) if and only if it is approximately complemented. © 2002 Elsevier Science (USA)
Key Words: group algebra; Segal algebra; ideal; approximate identity; approxi-
mately complemented.
1. INTRODUCTION
Reiter established classical Segal algebras in his monograph [12]. A Segal
algebra S1(G) on a locally compact group G is a dense left ideal of L1(G)
that satisfies the following conditions:
(S1) S1(G) is a Banach space with respect to a norm || · ||S, called a
Segal norm, satisfying ||f||1 [ ||f||S for f ¥ S1(G), where || · ||1 denotes the
L1-norm;
(S2) for f ¥ S1(G) and y ¥ G, Lyf ¥ S1(G), where Ly is the left
translation operator defined by Lyf(x)=f(y−1x), x ¥ G. Moreover, the
left translation Lyf, y ¥ G, is continuous in y for each f ¥ S1(G);
(S3) the equality ||Lyf||S=||f||S holds for f ¥ S1(G) and y ¥ G.
Equipped with the norm || · ||S and the convolution product, denoted by f,
S1(G) is a Banach algebra. The inequality ||h f f||S [ ||h||1 ||f||S holds for all
h ¥ L1(G) and f ¥ S1(G). It is shown in [12] (see also [5]) that every Segal
algebra has a left approximate identity which is bounded in L1-norm. It is
also known (and is particularly significant to our investigation) that, given
a Segal algebra S1(G), the group G is a SIN group if and only if S1(G) has
a central approximate identity which is bounded in L1-norm [9]. On the
other hand, a Segal algebra may fail to have right approximate units and
it can never have a bounded approximate identity unless it coincides with
L1(G) [2].
A Segal algebra is called symmetric if it satisfies further the following
conditions:
(S −2) for f ¥ S1(G) and y ¥ G, Ryf ¥ S1(G), and Ryf is continuous
in y, where Ry is the right translation operator defined by Ryf(x)=
f(xy−1) D(y−1), x ¥ G. Here D denotes the Haar modulus of G;
(S −3) ||Ryf||S=||f||S for f ¥ S1(G) and y ¥ G.
A symmetric Segal algebra S1(G) is an ideal of L1(G) and in this case
the inequality ||f f h||S [ ||f||S ||h||1 holds for all f ¥ S1(G) and h ¥ L1(G).
We refer to [12, Sect. 5] as well as [13, Sects. 6.2 and A.3] for various
examples of symmetric and nonsymmetrical Segal algebras.
Reiter’s classical Segal algebra theory has been extended to a general
abstract Segal algebra theory in [1–3, 10] (see also [4, 6]). Although this
paper deals only with classical Segal algebras, our discussion will link up
with some results established in abstract Segal algebras. In particular, we
will use the ideal theory for abstract Segal algebras.
The structure of various ideals of a Segal algebra has been studied in
[12, 13] (see also [1, 10]). For a compact group G, it is shown in [12, Sect. 15]
that if S1(G) is a symmetric Segal algebra then every closed two-sided ideal
of S1(G) admits a central approximate identity (with some special features).
In this paper we will use a different approach to show that the conclusion
remains true without the assumption that S1(G) is symmetric. We will
consider further one-sided ideals of a Segal algebra on a compact group,
characterizing the existence of a proper one-sided approximate identity in
terms of the geometric property of the ideal.
Let A be a normed algebra and let (ea) be a left (right) approximate
identity for A. As in [16], we shall say that (ea) satisfies condition (U) if,
for every compact set K of A, ||ea · a−a|| (resp. ||a · ea−a||) converges to 0
uniformly for a ¥K. If (ea) is a two-sided approximate identity, by condi-
tion (U) we mean that, for every compact set K of A, both ||ea · a−a|| and
||a · ea−a|| converge to 0 uniformly for a ¥K. The significance of this
concept to operator algebras has been revealed in [16]. The following
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comment explains its essentiality to our object. As we have mentioned,
every Segal algebra S1(G) admits a left approximate identity that has
L1-norm bounded. Such a left approximate identity satisfies condition (U)
because the inequality ||h f f||S [ ||h||1 ||f||S holds for all h, f ¥ S1(G).
Our approach can be simply stated as follows: We study two-sided and
one-sided ideals of L1(G) first, proving that for a compact group G every
closed two-sided ideal of L1(G) has a central approximate identity satisfying
condition (U) and that a closed left (right) ideal of L1(G) has a right (resp.
left) approximate identity satisfying condition (U) if and only if it is
approximately complemented as a subspace in L1(G). Then we extend these
results to ideals of Segal algebras by applying some known results regarding
the relationship between the ideals of a Segal algebra and the ideals of the
corresponding L1(G).
2. IDEALS OF L1(G)
From this point on we will simply call a two-sided ideal of a Banach
algebra an ideal.
Let G be a compact group, and let S be its dual object. It is classical that
every closed ideal of L1(G) can be written as
IP={f ¥ L1(G) : fˆ(s)=0 for s ¥ P},(1)
where P … S, fˆ ¥<s ¥ S B(Hs) is the Fourier transform of f, B(Hs) being
the space of bounded operators on the (finite-dimensional Hilbert) repre-
sentation space Hs [8, 38.7]. Let C2(S) …<s ¥ S B(Hs) be the Hilbert
space defined in [8, 28.24 and 28.34]. Then the Fourier transform fQ fˆ is
an isometry of L2(G) onto C2(S) [8, 28.43]. With these well-known
results, we can consider the existence of an approximate identity for an
ideal of L1(G).
Proposition 1. Let G be a compact group. Then every closed ideal I of
L1(G) has an approximate identity that lies in the center of L1(G) and
satisfies condition (U).
Proof. Let I=IP as described in Eq. (1) with P … S. Since G is a SIN
group, there is a bounded central approximate identity (ea) for L1(G) with
ea ¥ L2(G) for each a. Define JP ¥<s ¥ S B(Hs) by
JP(s)=˛ id(Hs), if s ¨ P,
0, if s ¥ P,
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where id(Hs) is the identity operator on Hs. Then JP ·C2(S) … C2(S), in
particular, eˆa ·JP=JP · eˆa ¥ C2(S). Therefore, there is pa ¥ L2(G) such that
pˆa=eˆa ·JP. Obviously, pa ¥ I=IP. Since ea is in the center of L1(G) and JP
commutes with every element of<s ¥ S B(Hs), It is readily seen that pa is in
the center of L1(G). When f ¥ I,
(pa f f) N=pˆa · fˆ=eˆa ·JP · fˆ=eˆa · fˆ=(ea f f) N.
Hence, pa f f=ea f f for f ¥ I. This shows that, for every compact set K
of I, pa f fQa f uniformly for f ¥K, because (ea) is a bounded approxi-
mate identity for L1(G). Thus (pa) is an approximate identity for I that
satisfies condition (U) and lies in the center of L1(G). L
In order to investigate the existence of an appropriate one-sided approx-
imate identity for a one-sided closed ideal of L1(G), we need the following
notion which describes a certain geometric property of a subspace in a
normed space. Let X be a normed space. A subspace E of X is called
approximately complemented in X if there is a net {Pa} of continuous
operators from X into E such that lim Pa(x)=x uniformly on compact
subsets of E (see [15] for more details about this notion). It is a simple fact
that if E has the approximation property, then E is approximately
complemented in every normed space X that contains it. It is also easy to
see that in a Banach algebra A a closed left (right) ideal is approximately
complemented in A if it has a right (resp. left) approximate identity
satisfying condition (U). We prove that the converse is also true when
A=L1(G) with G a compact group.
For f ¥ L1(G) and y ¥ G, we denote by fy the left translation of f by y;
i.e. fy(x)=Ly −1(x)=f(yx), y, x ¥ G.
Lemma 2. Suppose that G is a compact group. Let J be a closed left ideal
of L1(G). If J is approximately complemented in L1(G), then there is a net
of continuous operators Ql: L1(G)Q J such that liml ||Ql(f)−f||1=0
uniformly on compact sets of J and, for every compact set K of L1(G) and
every bounded set E of L1(G),
lim
l
||f f Ql(g)−Ql(f f g)||1=0
uniformly for f ¥K and g ¥ E.
Proof. Given h ¥ L1(G) and given a linear operator T: L1(G)Q J, let
Th: L1(G)Q J be the operator defined by
Th(f)=F
G
h(y)(T(fy))y −1 dy.
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Following the proof of [11, Lemma 1] we have that, for every e > 0 and
every compact set c … L1(G), there exists an h ¥ L1(G) such that h \ 0,
||h||1=1 and
||f f Th(g)−Th(f f g)||1 [ e ||T|| ||g||1, f ¥ c, g ¥ L1(G),
for all continuous operators T: L1(G)Q J.
If J is approximately complemented, there is a net of continuous
operators Pa: L1(G)Q J, a ¥ L, such that ||Pa(f)−f||1 Q
a 0 uniformly on
compact subsets of J. Therefore, given a compact set c … L1(G), an a ¥ L,
and an e > 0, there is h=h(c, a, e) ¥ L1(G) such that h \ 0, ||h||1=1, and
||f f (Pa)h (g)−(Pa)h (f f g)||1 [ e ||g||1, f ¥ c, g ¥ L1(G).
Let
C={(c, a, e) : c … L1(G) is compact, a ¥ L, e > 0}
with the partial order given by
(c1, a1, e1)R (c2, a2, e2) . c1 ` c2, a1 \ a2, and e1 [ e2.
For l=(c, a, e) ¥ C, we now set
Ql=(Pa)h(l).
Then, for every compact set K and every bounded set E of L1(G), we have
||f f Ql(g)−Ql(f f g)||1 Ql 0
uniformly for f ¥K and g ¥ E.
On the other hand, given a compact set c … J, the set {fy: y ¥ G, f ¥ c} is
also a compact set of J since G is a compact group. So ||(Pa(fy))y −1−f||1
Q
a 0 uniformly for f ¥ c and y ¥ G. It follows that
Ql(f)=F
G
hl(y)(Pa(fy))y −1 dyQ
l f
uniformly on compact sets of J. This completes the proof. L
Proposition 3. Suppose that G is a compact group. Let J be a closed
left (right) ideal in L1(G). Then J has a right (resp. left) approximate
identity that satisfies condition (U) if and only if J is approximately
complemented in L1(G).
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Proof. The necessity is trivial. Let J be a closed left ideal and be
approximately complemented in L1(G). Let (Ql)l ¥ C be the net of operators
from L1(G) into J as is given in Lemma 2. Let {ei: i ¥ D} be a bounded
approximate identity for L1(G). Given a compact set c … J and e > 0, from
Lemma 2 there is le ¥ C such that, whenever lR le,
||Ql(f)−f||1 <
e
3
, ||f f Ql(ei)−Ql(f f ei)||1 <
e
3
for all f ¥ c and i ¥ D. On the other hand, since f f ei Q f uniformly on c,
for each l ¥ C and e > 0 there is i=i(l, e) ¥ D such that
||Ql(f f ei)−Ql(f)||1 <
e
3
, f ¥ c.
Thus ||f f Ql(ei)−f||1 < e for f ¥ c and lR le. This shows that
{Ql(ei(l, e))}(l ¥ C, e > 0) is a right approximate identity of J and it satisfies
condition (U).
A symmetric argument shows the other part of the proposition concerning
right ideals of L1(G). L
3. IDEALS OF SEGAL ALGEBRAS
The relation between ideals of a Segal algebra and ideals of the corre-
sponding L1(G) (or, in the abstract Segal algebra theory, of the relevant
universal algebra) has been considered by many authors [1, 2, 4, 10,
12, 13]. The study is usually referred to as ideal theory for Segal algebras.
Given a Banach algebra A with norm || · ||A, we recall that an abstract Segal
algebra B with respect to A is a dense left ideal of A such that B itself is a
Banach algebra with some norm || · ||B satisfying ||b||A [K ||b||B for all b ¥B,
where K > 0 is a constant (see [2, 4, 10] for more details). Let B be an
abstract Segal algebra with respect to a Banach algebra A. For J …B we
denote by J¯ the closure of J with respect to norm || · ||A in the universal
algebra A. It is known that if A and B both have approximate right units
then for every closed right (or two-sided) ideal J of B, J¯ is a closed right
(resp. two-sided) ideal of A and J=J¯ 5B ([10, Theorem 2.3]). This is
also true for closed left ideals if B is an ideal of A ([1, Theorem 3.2]).
With these known results we now can extend the investigation in the pre-
ceding section to ideals of Segal algebras.
Theorem 4. Let S1(G) be a Segal algebra on a compact group G. Then
every closed ideal of S1(G) admits an approximate identity that lies in the
center of L1(G) and satisfies condition (U).
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Proof. Let I be a closed ideal of S1(G). Since G is a SIN group, from
[9, Theorem 1] S1(G) has a central approximate identity which is bounded
in L1-norm. This implies that, given an e > 0 and given a compact set
K … I, there is u ¥ S1(G) such that u is in the center of S1(G) and
||u f k−k||S <
e
2
, k ¥K.(2)
On the other hand, I¯ is a closed ideal in L1(G) and I=I¯ 5 S1(G) due to
[10, Theorem 2.3]. We note that K is also compact in I¯ with respect to
L1-norm. It follows from Proposition 1 that there is v ¥ I¯ such that v is in
the center of L1(G) and
||v f k−k||1 <
e
2 ||u||S
, k ¥K.(3)
Let p=v f u. Then p is in the center of S1(G) and hence is also in the
center of L1(G) since S1(G) is dense in L1(G). Moreover, p ¥ I¯ 5 S1(G)=I
and
||p f k−k||S [ ||v f k−k||1 ||u||S+||u f k−k||S < e, k ¥K.
This completes the proof. L
The approach used in the proof of the preceding theorem also works for
one-sided ideals of Segal algebras on a compact group. We first establish a
relation between approximate complementation of a right ideal of S1(G)
and that of its closure in L1(G).
Lemma 5. Let S1(G) be a Segal algebra on a group G and let J be
a closed right ideal of S1(G). If S1(G) has right approximate units, then
J¯ is approximately complemented in L1(G) whenever J is approximately
complemented in S1(G).
Proof. Under the condition we know that J¯ is a closed right ideal of
L1(G) and J=J¯ 5 S1(G) due to [10, Theorem 2.3]. Choose a bounded
approximate identity (eb) of L1(G) such that eb ¥ S1(G) for each b. If J is
approximately complemented in S1(G), there exists a net (Pa) of continuous
operators from S1(G) into J such that ||Pa(f)−f||S Q 0 uniformly on
every compact set of J. Define Qa, b: L1(G)Q J¯ by
Qa, b(f)=Pa(f f eb), f ¥ L1(G).
Obviously, Qa, b is a continuous linear operator for each pair of a and b.
Let E … J¯ be a compact set with respect to the L1-norm. Then
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E f eb={f f eb : f ¥ E} is compact in S1(G) for each fixed b. Furthermore
E f eb … J¯ 5 S1(G)=J. Thus, given e > 0, there is a=a(b) such that
||Pa(f f eb)−f f eb ||S <
e
2
, f ¥ E.
On the other hand, there is b0 such that ||f f eb−f||1 < e2 for b > b0. We
then have
||Qa, b(f)−f||1 [ ||Pa(f f eb)−f f eb ||S+||f f eb−f||1 < e, f ¥ E.
This shows that J¯ is approximately complemented in L1(G). L
Theorem 6. Let S1(G) be a Segal algebra on a compact group G. Then
a closed right ideal J of S1(G) has a left approximate identity satisfying
condition (U) if and only if J is approximately complemented in S1(G). If
in addition S1(G) is a symmetric Segal algebra, then a closed left ideal of
S1(G) has a right approximate identity satisfying condition (U) if and only if
it is approximately complemented in S1(G).
Proof. The ‘‘only if ’’ part in the first part of the theorem is trivial. Let
J be a closed right ideal of S1(G). Then J¯ is a closed right ideal of L1(G)
and J=J¯ 5 S1(G) from [10, Theorem 2.3] and [9, Theorem 1]. If J is
approximately complemented in S1(G), then J¯ is approximately comple-
mented in L1(G) due to Lemma 5.
Given an e > 0 and a compact set K … J (with respect to the Segal
norm), we can get a u from the center of S1(G) such that inequality (2)
holds for all k ¥K as indicated in the proof of Theorem 4. From Proposi-
tion 3, J¯ has a left approximate identity that satisfies condition (U) with
respect to L1-norm. So, as in the proof of Theorem 4, we can obtain a v ¥ J¯
such that inequality (3) holds. We then have that p=v f u ¥ J¯ 5 S1(G)=J
and
||p f k−k||S [ ||v f k f u−k f u||S+||u f k−k||S
[ ||v f k−k||1 ||u||S+||u f k−k||S < e, k ¥K.
Therefore J has a left approximate identity satisfying condition (U).
If S1(G) is a symmetric Segal algebra, then S1(G) is a dense ideal of
L1(G). Let J be a closed left ideal of S1(G). The equality J=J¯ 5 S1(G) is
still valid due to [1, Theorem 3.2] (see also [13, Theorem A.3.22]). There-
fore, the second part of the theorem follows immediately from the principle
of symmetry. L
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We conclude this paper by asking whether Theorem 6 is still valid if G is
merely an amenable group. In particular, is it true that a closed right, left,
or two-sided ideal of L1(G) with G an amenable group has a left, right, or
two-sided approximate identity if it is approximately complemented in
L1(G)? The condition that G is amenable is certainly necessary to give any
affirmative answer to the question. In fact, Willis [14] has shown that if G
is not amenable then every finite codimensional left ideal of L1(G) does not
have a right approximate identity.
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